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Evenica’s e4Integrate Now Available in the Microsoft Azure Marketplace
Microsoft Azure customers worldwide now gain access to e4Integrate to take advantage of the
scalability, reliability, and agility of Azure to drive application development and shape business
strategies.
BURLINGTON, Ontario, Canada – April 11th, 2022 – Evenica today announced the
availability of e4Integrate in the Microsoft Azure Marketplace, an online store providing
applications and services for use on Azure. Evenica customers can now take advantage of the
productive and trusted Azure cloud platform, with streamlined deployment and
management.
e4Integrate is a customizable integration platform that acts as the foundation for
omnichannel development. Through a personalized, user-friendly interface, e4Integrate gives
you rapid access to the data you need and makes system monitoring easy.
Evenica relies on over 20 years of experience and a perfected methodology to provide direct
and quick e-commerce implementation. We’re able to give our customers white-glove
concierge services to ensure business value is optimally achieved. Our culture of earnestness
is a shared success with our customers, and we employ staff who are forward thinkers who
actively seek creative solutions. We’re able to offer high-value e-commerce solutions through
honed efficiencies, deep experience, and our own portfolio of respected software.
“Evenica offers customer-driven technology built on Azure that just works. It unlocks best
practices, creative insight, and competitive advantage,” said Sadek Ali, CEO & Co-Founder of
Evenica. “Microsoft redefined business in the cloud, and together we are just getting started.”
“Through Microsoft Azure Marketplace, customers around the world can easily find, buy, and
deploy partner solutions they can trust, all certified and optimized to run on Azure,” said Jake
Zborowski, General Manager, Microsoft Azure Platform at Microsoft Corp. “We’re happy to
welcome Evenica’s solution to the growing Azure Marketplace ecosystem.”
The Azure Marketplace is an online market for buying and selling cloud solutions certified to
run on Azure. The Azure Marketplace helps connect companies seeking innovative, cloudbased solutions with partners who have developed solutions that are ready to use.

Learn more about e4Integrate at its page in the Azure Marketplace.

About Evenica
Evenica is an independent software vendor and system integrator developing e-commerce
solutions for brands that envision the most demanding and sophisticated digital experiences.
Through an uncompromising commitment to our customers’ success, Evenica is widely
recognized as an experienced e-commerce partner. Our long-term commitment to Microsoft’s
technology stack has been instrumental to our culture and products.
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